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On the Property and Configuration 

of the Short Time DFT Hilbert Transformers 

Masahichi KISHI 

Short Time DFTを用いた Hilbert変換器の特性と構成

岸 政七

Hilbert transformers have been previouly studied with putting emphasis upon signal 

processing [lJ， as they are inevitable in preventing such modulation as single side band 

(ab. in SSB) or RZ SSB [2J from increasing frequency bandwidth over radio channels. 

By adopting instanteneous spectrum analysis， namely "ST-DFT" (short time Dis-

crete Fourier Transform， ab. in ST-DFT)， a nobel realization of Hilbert transformers is 

proposed in this paper and sucessfully examined to be free from errors via computer 

simulations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is unfortunate that existing Hilbert 

transformers have been realized to possess 

phase shifting function by approximate π/2 

radian from the point of vie制 forall-pass 

filter. On the other hand， ST-DFT Hilbert 

transformers proposed here are based on the 

instantanuous spectrum analysis [31. 制herethe 

instantenuous spectrums are given， Hilbert 

transform is precisely carried out via merely 

exhanging real or i冊aginarypart of thes巴

spectrums with each other. Hilbert 

transformed output signals are， therefore， 

synthesized via inverse ST-DFT Cab. in ST-

1FT) from the interchanaged instantenuous 

spectrums. 

A circuitry configuration of the ST-DFT 

Hilbert transformer is categorized into three 

majorむlocks，namely， I instantanuous spectrum 

analyzer， n frequency domain Hibert 
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A circuitry configuration of the ST-DFT 

Hilbert transformer is categorized into three 

major blocks， na聞ely，I instantanuous spectrum 

analyzer， n frequency domain Hibert 
transformer， illoutput signal synthesizer. It 

is easy to understand that the ST-DFT Hilbert 

transform is ideal and free from any 

distortion， while the instantanuous spectrum 

analysis is performed without any errors. 

2. INSTANTANEOUS SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 

AND SYNTHESIS 

Consider first how the ST-DFT gives the 

instantaneous spectrum and what characteristic 

it possesses. Let instantaneous spectrum 

φ(m at sampling time n be described by， 

⑥刷= {Oo刷仇刷伽{同・・・ 伽-1ω}T.

(1) 

Where，仇{対 isa spectrum component at 

frequency index量of ⑤(m given as， 
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仇(11)=Er=~ x(r) h(n-r)帆

腕rI<=exp{ -j ( 2πrk/N) }， 

integer k is 0;:;;; k<N. 

h(p) ， 

h(p) = sin(pn/N)/ (pn/N) ， 

岡国語 p ~玉師N ，

(6) 

are able to satisfy e司.5. Hereafter， the 

Here， x(r) is an input data at sampling time r. truncated Nyquist判il1be employed for the 

恥('is the same operator dεfined as that of present as a window function in the ST-DFT. 

巴xisting DFT. 

Existence of ST-DFT requires that output 

signal y(n) at ti 岡巴 n is precisely produc邑d

from the instantenuous spectrumφ(n) via ST-

IFT. That is， 

仲 y(n)= Ek~Õl 仇(n)怖nk (3) 

WNnk =exp{ j ( 2πnk/N)} . 

Here， ~nk is the same operator as existing 

inverse DFT. 

The ST-IFT denoted by eq.3 r巴quirestha t 

the 牌 indowfunction h(*) of eq.2 holds 

condi tion y(n) = x(n). Subs ti tuting eq.2 in to 

eq.3 and exchanging the summation order for 

variables k and r， it gives eq.4. 

N' y(n) =Ek~Õl {l:r=~ x(r) h(n-r) 陥ー四}WN"I< 

= E r=器 χ(r) h(口 r) {Ek~Õl 明白 (n-r) k} . (4) 

The summation for variable k takes non zero 

value by N， only if n-r= 2Nq. Here， q is an 

integer. This gives a restrict condition to 

the windoωfunction as follows， 

if p = 0 

h(p) = (5) 

0， if p = 2Nu， 

u is non zero integer・-

For example， an N frame length Nyquist 

判indowfunction truncated with 2m frame number 

3. PRINCEPLE OF ST-DFT HILBERT TRANSFORMERS 

Figure 1 shows the processing outlin芭 in

the ST-DFT Hilbert transformer. As being 

discussed in previous section， input signal x 

(r) is at first in the ST-DFT Hilbert 

transform邑ranalyzed by ST-DFT to yi坦ld

instantaneous sp巴ctrum 4t (n). Second ly， bo th 

real and imaginary parts of each component of 

the instantan邑ousspectrum are exchanged with 

each other to get Hilbert transformed spectrum 

$(叫 Outputsignal 9(n) is finally 

synthesized through ST-IFT fro冊 the

transformed sp邑ctrum.

AmpJi tude 

ti岡

ti悶

rig.1 Processing CM!Li回 inth2 Sf-CfT Hilbeγt rγ田51，町爾
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80th instantanuous spectrum analysis and 

phase shifting being combined into one 

operator， the frequency domain Hilbert 

transform operator 翁-l'Kis given as follows， 

( exp{ーj(2πrk/N+π/2 )}， 

I if 0く kく N/2

倫刊パ 0， if k= 0， N/2 

¥ exp{寸(2πrk/N -π12 )}， 

if N/2< kく N. (7) 

Here， j is c棚 plexuni t， j = .{て1.

Proof:Existence of Frequency Domain Hilbert Tr 

ansform Operator 

Constantπ12 on the first row of eq.7 gives 

features of phase shifting function by π/2 

radian to the k-th component 仇(n)ofφ(n). 

This also clearly sho耐sthat the frequency 

domain Hilbert transform is free from 

a冊plitudedistortion， because operator 翁-l'K

consists of single complex exponential 

function only柑ithpure imaginary variables. 

80th the second and third rows of eq.7 

satisfy that y(n)日xistsphisically. 

Subs ti tu ting み帥制ith仇(叫 ofeq.3， y(n) is 

given as follows， 

N. y(n) =Lk!!O1 ~(n)'Mink 

=あ(n)愉0+ゐノz(:刈'MinNノz

+ Lk~f-I {み(n)臨時 +~_k(n)WNn (N-k)} (8) 

In eq.8，納。 or 恥nNノztakes pure real 1 

or 1(-1)， respectively. If OO(j叫 or伽/Z(叫

is non zero， the corresponding transformed 

componen t 10ωor ~/z(n) takes pure imaginary 

value and the output y(n) diversifies to 

complex. Sおo 稀-悶 hasto vanish a抗tkト=0and 

N/2 as defined in eq.7 

Since Wlln (印N-叫 isgiven by complex 

c∞o叩nj川ug伊at旬e柑叫it凶h明怖耐n叫叫Ek¥霊¥' i .J巴. 怖n(N-k) = 官hnua 

every bracketted term of eq.8 takes a pure 

real number， if and only ifゐ-k(n) is 

complex conjugate with みω. In practice， ~ 

-kUU is given as 

~-以叫

= Lド_ggx(rlh (n-r) exp(ーj{2πr(N-k)/N-π12 }) 

= Lr=_gg x(r)h(n-r)exp( j{2πr量/N+π12 }) 

=長. (9) 

Therefore， the output y(n) becomes pure real 

number as follows， 

N'子(n)=Lk~f-l {み(n)'Mi帥 +~_k(n)'Min(N-k)}

=Lk~f-l{ み刷輸血民+罷(n)職帥}

=Lk~-1 2ReaH 払(同明白叫}， QED. (10) 

4. CIRCUITRY CONFIGURATION 

AND ITS UNIT SAMPLE RESPONSE 

Figure 2 shows a primitive block diagram of 

ST-DFT Hilbert transformers. ST-DFT Hilbert 

transformers are categorized into thr巴emajor 

functional blocks. 

ST-1Fl !nalyzer P問問加in 岱1FTSyntOOsizer 
Hilrert T間 fo脂

Pig.2 制i~atiooof liIe Sl'-JlII' Uiltm TrOlSfl棚
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adopting ~-rx instead of柚 m

modulation. 

The last is synthesizer制hichemploies 

ST-IFT to produce time domain signal from 

Hilbert transformed spectrum 釜(n).

In similar to the first block， ST-IFT is 

performed of modulating Hilbert transformed 

spectrum component ~(n) 制ith complex carrier 

柚帥 of2nk/N normarized angular frequency. 

during the 

岸

An unit sample response Is(n) of the ST-

DFT Hilbert transformer is given in eq.ll by 

using eqs.6， 7 and 8 when the unit sample x(n) 

is taken to be x(O)=l. 

if n is odd 
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Is (n) = 

The first functional block plays a role 

of ST-DFT analayzers and consists of N/2-1 

channel modules in which e開 rycomponen t OI<(n) 

of the instantaneous spectrum ⑤(n) is yieled. 

here k=l， 2， ...， N/2-1. Inner product of xω 

and WN-r~ in eq.2 is performed of modulating 

the input x(n) wi th complex carrier WN-rx of 2n 

k/N normarized angular frequency. Convolution 

{ x (r)愉刊} and h (n-r) in eq.2 is also 

interpreted as low-pass filtering for 

欄odulatedsignal {x(r)WN-M<}. 

The second block acts as a Hilbert 

transformer on the frequency domain，制hich

exchanges the real制iththe imaginary part of 

仇帥. This block is dominant in function， 

however， its circuitry configuration is so 

simple as it only posesses t制ocrossing wires 

as shown in fig.2. The first and second 

blocks are practical1y combined together in 

frequency index wise to get ~k(n) directly by 
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if n is even 

Eq.ll sho制s the ideal unit sample 

response of the Hilbert transformer， because 

the frequncy domain Hilbert transform operator 

of eq.7 does exclude all of the processing 

error and because the Nyquist window with 

infinite length acts as an ideal 10刷-pass

filter as sho制nin the factor of Nyquist 

window s in (πn/N)/ (πn/N) . 

0， 

初=8.N=32 

Equation 12 gives the unit sample 

response Im(n) of Rabinor's minmax FIR 

Hilbert (ab. in minmax ) transformer[11. 

16 24 32 
おmplingTi帽. n 

(4) ST-，前 Hi!beγtT'γ血 sl<酢間町

8 。-8 -16 -24 

主担ユnn/2)= 1，三旦年旦L
πnπn  

if n is odd 
Im(n)= 

(12) 

It is clearly shown in eqs.11 and 12 that 

the ST-DFT Hilbert transformer enhances 

minmax transformer. That is， 

= 2 ， 
πn 

if n is even 0， 

16 24 32 
匂岬li時Ti閤.n 
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That is， the response of ST叩 DFTtransformer 

oscilates 00 a11 the 2冊目 sa翻pling tim号制ith N 

P芭riod. On the other hand， minmax transformer 

response is 目on periodic 0目 a11 the L 

sampling tillle. 

This periodiciiy of the ST-DFT 

transfor冊erimproves phase shifting function 

in accuracy. Figure 4 sho剥sphase shifting 

errors both of the ST-DFT a目d 冊i目冊ax

transform号rfor tonal input signals. Where， 

the length 2mN and L are equally taken to be 

256 and output signals are both analyzed by 

256 frame length ST-DFT. 

The ST-DFT transformer error indicated in 

fig.4 by dott母dline is observed as 2聞=8and 

N=32. The ST-DFT transformer does not exceed 

beyond the phase shifting error of冊i目max

transformer a1so shown in fig.4 by chained 

line on the frequency domain of less than 

0.85π(= 3.4kHz of 8kHz samp!ing) and 

guarantees that the phase shifting error is 

within 5xl0 -3 degree for the practical 

frequency domain of more than 0.075π( 

=0.3kHz of 8kHz sampling) less than 0.85π. 
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(13) 

5. RESULTS OF CO門PUTERSII1むLATIONS

The ST-DFT Hilbert transformer is 

substantiat邑dthrough computer simulations 

both of unit sample response and phase 

shifting. All the simulations were carried 

on the CRAY X-門Pof AIT to avoid roundoff 

error fro 悶 calculation.

L im 2cos (πn/同)=よー=Im(n) 
N湖 πnπn

here，目 isodd. 

L illlIs (n) 
N湖

Figure 3 shows evident differnce betwee目

unit sample respons己 of ST-DFT Hilbert 

transformer (a) and that of minmax one (b). 

Here， the length L of FIR filter of minmax 

Hilbert transformer is set to be 256. The 

frame number 2m and frame length N of th思 ST

DFT transformer are set to be 8 and 32. The 

total length of the ST-DFT window h(*)， 

therefore， becomes 256 (2mN=8X32) the same to 

Putting emphasis on the instantaneous 

spectrum signal processing， a noble自ilbert

transformer was discussed through its 

circuitry configuration， unit sample response 

and phase shifting function. ln spite of 

adopting a primitive truncated Nyquit for the 

significant windo制 h(喝， ST-DFT Hi lbert 

transfoTl目ercan exceed Rabiner's羽inmaxone 

in both phase shifting accuracy and rapidness 

of transient response. Farther studies will 

improve such primitive instantanuous spectrum 

signal processing as ST-DFT， ST-DFT自i1 bert 

transform巴r，etc. 

CONCLUSION 

間inmaxFIR filter. 

As shown in fig.3(a)， the unit sample 

response of ST-DFT transformer features of 

oscilation of its号nv思lopebeing coincident 

wi th that of min冊axtransformer shown in 

fig.3(b). This oscilation of the envelop邑 is

induced with the cos(πn/N) factor of eq.l1. 
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